Nicolas Cage and Jay Baruchel are spellbound in *The Sorcerer’s Apprentice*.

Will Ferrell and Mark Wahlberg get funny in *The Other Guys*.

Leonardo DiCaprio blows your mind in *Inception*.

Back in action! Angelina in *Salt*.
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Go to tribute.ca for everything movies!
Sign up for MovieMail to get all the latest
gossip in Hollywood.

NEW!

Download the Tribute Movies
iPhone App now! Plus, buy movie tickets online!

This Month:

Star Interviews
Hear the stars dish on their movies!
Robert Pattinson, Kristin Stewart and Taylor Lautner talk about
Eclipse;Leonard DiCaprio dishes on Inception, and more!

tribute.ca Poll
We asked, you answered!

Who should replace Megan Fox in Transformers 3?
You thought it should be Olivia Wilde but the job went to
Victoria’s Secret model Rosie Huntington-Whiteley.
1. Olivia Wilde – (25%)  4. Mila Kunis – (12%)
2. Evangeline Lilly – (27%) 5. Ashley Greene – (5%)
3. Gemma Arterton – (19%)

WIN great prizes at tribute.ca

Go to tribute.ca to win passes to the
Z103 Summer Rush Concert, plus a private
meet and greet with UK musical sensations JLS!

Recycle your issue of Tribute.
Share it with a friend!
An epic of epic epicness.
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AUGUST 13
**Fun in the Sun**

Stars take a break from the Hollywood life for some playtime!

**X-Men** star **Hugh Jackman** showed off his abs while in Brazil. Jackman will need those strong abs to begin filming *Real Steel*, about a former boxer who gets one last shot at a comeback when he trains for the high-tech sport of robot boxing.

**Halle Berry** took some time to play in Miami. Since her breakup from long-time beau Gabriel Aubry, she's focusing on her daughter Nahla, but will hit the big screen next in *Frankie and Alice*.

Unafraid to flaunt their PDA, a swimsuit-clad **Javier Bardem** and bikini beauty **Penélope Cruz** enjoyed some time together while on the beaches of Brazil. Rumors still loom as to whether the pair is engaged or not.

**Hunky star Gerard Butler** took some vacation time in Barbados. The buff actor is set to star next in *Coriolanus*, a movie set in Roman times, so we should see Butler in fighting form very soon!
Going...going...gone! Kirsten Dunst took some time off to soak in the sunshine in the south of France. Dunst stars in the upcoming All Good Things, with co-star Ryan Gosling, about one of New York City’s most notorious murder mysteries.

John Krasinski played with his dog while taking a break from filming Something Borrowed, co-starring Kate Hudson and Ginnifer Goodwin.

Gwen Stefani showed off her amazing body as she enjoyed a day at the beach in St. Bart’s with her husband Gavin Rossdale and young son Kingston.

Celebrity Ups & Downs

Angelina to play Cleopatra

Angelina Jolie has signed on to play Cleopatra in a film adaptation of an upcoming new historical biography, a rep for the book’s publisher, Little Brown, confirmed recently. The film’s producer, Scott Rudin, acquired the rights to author Stacy Schiff’s Queen of the Nile, Cleopatra: A Life with the 35-year-old Jolie in mind for the title role. Michael Pietsch, publisher of Little Brown, said, “Angelina Jolie radiates grace and power, exactly the qualities that Stacy Schiff finds in her biography of the most intriguing ruler who ever lived.”

Madonna and Gwyneth on the outs

Seems like Madonna and BFF Gwyneth Paltrow have gone to splitsville. “They don’t speak,” an inside source told Us Weekly. “I can’t tell you exactly why they had the falling out, but Gwyneth can be jealous and competitive.” Things apparently took a turn for the worse for the best buds when Madonna split from husband Guy Ritchie in 2008, leaving “Gwyneth and Madonna with less in common.” Paltrow has been married to Coldplay singer Chris Martin since 2003.

Scarlett wins a Tony

Scarlett Johansson won a Tony Award for best-featured performance as an actress for playing the object of her uncle’s lust in Arthur Miller’s A View From the Bridge. The role was Johansson’s Broadway debut and something’s she’s always dreamed of doing. “Ever since I was a little girl I wanted to be on Broadway and here I am,” said Johansson accepting the award during the ceremony at New York’s Radio City Music Hall.

Royal Scandal

Disgraced Duchess of York, who claims she’s broke, has apparently been living in a £1,500 per night luxury spa resort. Sarah Ferguson was recently caught in a sting operation where she was offering access to Prince Andrew for a $500,000 fee. Fergie claimed her debt troubles and excessive drinking led to her shady dealings. Since the scandal broke, Fergie has been staying at a five-star Portuguese hideaway—signing up for an eight-day health program with a price tag of £3,000 on top of the room rates. “She really didn’t look like someone who was stressed out with money worries,” News of the World quoted a source.
Angelina Jolie
Selected Filmography:

*Wanted* (2008)
*Changeling* (2008)
*A Mighty Heart* (2007)
*The Good Shepherd* (2006)
*Mr. & Mrs. Smith* (2005)
*Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow* (2004)
*Life or Something Like It* (2002)
*Lara Croft: Tomb Raider* (2001)
*Gone in Sixty Seconds* (2000)
*Girl, Interrupted* (1999)
*Gia* (1998)
Perhaps it’s the perfect figure, beestung lips or artfully tousled mane. Or maybe it’s the bad-girl persona—that racy past, all those tattoos—juxtaposed with her goodwill ambassador job and earth-mother ways. The bottom line is, Angelina Jolie’s got it: sex appeal, kindness, charisma and the ability to take any role, in life or onscreen, and make it her own. Now she’s back on the action-flick circuit with her white-hot role in Salt (July 2010), where she plays a CIA agent suspected of having gone rogue, and a rapt public as Brangelina—have six children: Maddox, Pax and Zahara, who are adopted, and Shiloh and twins Knox and Vivienne, all conceived with Pitt. “I’m the happiest father ever,” Pitt told People after the twins were born in 2008. “It is chaos, but we are managing it and having a wonderful time.” And the couple is equally entranced with their adopted children. Later in the year, Jolie told People that adoption meant a lot to her because “there’s something about making a choice, waking up and traveling somewhere and finding your family.”

Jolie is officially a philanthropist of the highest order, and seems to have shaken most of her wild-child ways. She’s still got a definite edge, though, and that might be what makes her so fascinating to watch, in films or in the tabloids. It’s almost eerie how perfect the role of CIA officer Evelyn Salt in the electrifying action-thriller Salt is for Jolie. The question “Who is Salt?” is the thread that carries the movie, just like the question “Who is Angelina?” follows the actress through her life. Both women seem capable of everything, from sainthood to some incredible physical feats, of which this film has no shortage. The result is a story that’s impossible to look away from. “I guess in essence [the role is] someone who’s working for the CIA and is married and is accused of being KGB,” Jolie recently told Entertainment Weekly. “She’s being accused of that, and the question is whether she is that, or who she is at all.”

The storyline in Salt is reminiscent of a Jason Bourne tale, and the main character was originally supposed to be a man—
Not afraid to get physical, Jolie does all her stunts to impress her kids

fact, Tom Cruise had signed on for it, but pulled out because he was concerned the main character was too similar to the one he plays as Ethan Hunt in Mission Impossible. In the film, Salt is accused by a Russian captive of being a sleeper spy on a mission to kill the president in Manhattan. She must run for her life and use every bit of her training, experience and fortitude to elude capture and protect her husband. If she’s caught, her entire existence will be erased. The stakes couldn’t be higher, and the action scenes apparently feature some of Jolie’s best physical work.

Jolie has a long history of playing hardboiled action roles, and is well known for her part as the sexily invincible Lara Croft in the Tomb Raider series. Voight said his daughter threw herself into her stunt work during the Tomb Raider movies in a manner that was almost frightening: ‘I’d be on the sidelines with the stunt coordinator saying, ‘You’re pushing her too hard,’ or pulling her aside and telling her she was taking too many risks,” Voight told the New Zealand Herald. “But she wouldn’t listen. She’s too independent, too headstrong.”

Offscreen, it seems there’s nothing Jolie can’t do—she even got her pilot’s license just to impress her son, Maddox. “Every time Madd sees a plane, he’s amazed,” Jolie told People. “If I could actually fly a plane by the time he’s 4, I’ll be like Superman to him.”

And Jolie told Entertainment Weekly she loves doing her stunts herself. “My kids think it’s cool,” she said. She also revealed that she was hospitalized during the filming of Salt when she fell on her head during a fight scene. Despite the risks, she refuses a stunt double, because she says the action scenes help keep her physically strong. Maybe Jolie really is a superhero.

—By Marissa Stapley Ponikowski

ANGELINA’S KICK-BUTT ROLES
THE GODDESS OF CHECK PLEASE

Embrace THE LATEST FROM VENUS.
The only 5 bladed razor surrounded by a ribbon of moisture that shaves your legs closer and leaves your legs smoother.* Let the embracing begin.
**PREVIEWS**

**SUMMER Movie Preview**

**ACTION/THRILLER**

**PREYDATORS**

July 9 Action  
Adrien Brody, Topher Grace, Alice Braga, Laurence Fishburne  
A group of elite warriors are surprised to learn that they have become hunted by an alien race.

**INCEPTION**

July 16 Action  
Leonardo DiCaprio, Ken Watanabe, Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Marion Cotillard, Ellen Page, Cillian Murphy, Michael Caine, Tom Berenger  
Tom Cobb (DiCaprio) is a skilled thief who has the ability to get inside the minds of people—stealing valuable secrets from the subconscious during the dream state, when the mind is at its most vulnerable. But just as this skill has made him a coveted player in corporate espionage, it’s also made him a fugitive. Cobb then tries one last job to redeem himself. He must not extract from the mind, but plant thoughts instead. If he and his team succeed, it could be the perfect crime. But no amount of careful planning can prepare them for the enemy that seems to predict their every move—an enemy that only Cobb could have seen coming.

**THE EXPENDABLES**

August 13 Action  
Sylvester Stallone, Jason Statham, Jet Li, Eric Roberts, Mickey Rourke, Brittany Murphy  
A group of mercenaries are hired to infiltrate a South American country and overthrow its ruthless dictator. But once the mission begins, the men realize things aren’t quite as they appear, and find themselves caught in a dangerous web of deceit and betrayal. With their mission thwarted and an innocent life in danger, the men struggle with an even tougher challenge—one that threatens to destroy this band of brothers.

**TAKERS**

August 20 Action  
Matt Dillon, Paul Walker, Idris Elba, Jay Hernandez, Michael Ealy, Hayden Christensen, Chris Brown, Tip “T.I.” Harris  
A notorious group of criminals has perfected the art of the perfect bank robbery. But when they attempt to pull off one last job with more money at stake than ever before, they find their plans interrupted by a hardened detective (Dillon) who is hell-bent on bringing them down.
THE AMERICAN
September 1 Thriller
George Clooney, Paolo Bonacelli, Violante Placido, Thekla Reuten
When a job in Sweden ends harshly for an American assassin, Jack (Clooney), he vows that his next assignment will be his last. Jack reports to the Italian countryside, where he holes up in a small town and relishes being away from death for a spell. The assignment, as specified by a Belgian woman, Mathilde (Reuten), is in the offing as a weapon is constructed. Surprising himself, Jack seeks out the friendship of local priest Father Benedetto (Bonacelli) and pursues romance with a local woman, Clara (Placido). But by stepping out of the shadows, Jack may be tempting fate.

MACHETE
September 3 Thriller
Danny Trejo, Michelle Rodriguez, Jessica Alba, Robert De Niro, Steven Seagal
When a corrupt senator (De Niro) is found to be sending hundreds of illegal immigrants out of the country, a corrupt drug lord (Seagal) offers Machete (Trejo), an ex-Mexican Federale seeking revenge, $150,000 to kill him.

COMEDY

THE SORCERER’S APPRENTICE
July 14 Comedy
Nicolas Cage, Jay Baruchel, Alfred Molina, Teresa Palmer, Monica Bellucci
Modern-day master sorcerer Balthazar Blake (Cage) recruits an average guy, Dave Stutler (Baruchel), to be his protégé in order to help defend the city from his arch-nemesis, Maxim Horvath (Molina). But just as the sorcerer gives his unwilling accomplice a crash course in the art and science of magic, Dave starts to show potential and the unlikely pair work together to stop the forces of darkness.

DINNER FOR SCHMUCKS
July 30 Comedy
Steve Carell, Paul Rudd
Tim (Rudd) is a guy on the verge of having it all. The only thing standing between him and total career success is finding the perfect guest to bring to his boss’ annual Dinner for Extraordinary People, an event where the winner of the evening brings the most eccentric character as his guest. Enter Barry (Carell), a guy with a passion for dressing mice up in tiny outfits to recreate great works of art.

LOTTERY TICKET
August 20 Comedy
Bow Wow, Ice Cube, Brandon T. Jackson, Naturi Naughton
Kevin Carson (Bow Wow), a young man living in the projects, wins $370 million in a nationwide lottery. When his opportunistic neighbors discover he has the winning ticket in his possession, Kevin must survive their greedy and sometimes even threatening actions over a holiday weekend before he can claim his prize.
THE SWITCH
August 20 Comedy
Jennifer Aniston, Jason Bateman, Patrick Wilson, Juliette Lewis, Jeff Goldblum, Caroline Dhavernas
An unmarried 40-year-old woman (Aniston) becomes pregnant through artificial insemination. Seven years later, she reunites with her best friend Wally (Bateman), who has been living with a secret: he replaced the sperm sample with his own.

THE OTHER GUYS
August 6 Comedy
Will Ferrell, Mark Wahlberg, Eva Mendes, Michael Keaton, Samuel L. Jackson, Dwayne Johnson
When two mismatched New York City detectives find an opportunity to step up like the city’s top cops whom they idolize, things don’t quite go as planned and they find themselves in over their heads.

GOING THE DISTANCE
August 27 Comedy
Drew Barrymore, Justin Long
When Erin (Barrymore) and Garrett (Long) meet and start a summer fling, neither thinks it will last. But despite being on opposite coasts, their nay-saying friends and family and a few unexpected temptations, the couple might have found something like love, with the help of a lot of texting, sexting and late-night phone calls.

Charlie St. Cloud
July 30 Drama
Zac Efron, Amanda Crew, Donal Logue, Charlie Tahan, Ray Liotta, Kim Basinger
Accomplished sailor Charlie St. Cloud’s (Efron) bright future is cut short when a tragedy strikes and takes his dreams with it. After his high-school classmate Tess (Crew) returns home unexpectedly, Charlie grows torn between honoring a promise he made four years earlier and moving forward with newfound love. And as he finds the courage to let go of the past for good, Charlie discovers the soul most worth saving is his own.
Win a Trip to the Toronto International Film Festival™

You and a friend could receive the full star treatment, compliments of the Official Spirit of the Toronto International Film Festival. Enter at facetooblue.ca or text** SKYYVIP to 12345.

Enjoy Responsibly. *Must be legal drinking age. No purchase necessary. Contest closes July 31st. **Standard rates apply. Toronto International Film Festival is a registered trademark of Toronto International Film Festival Inc.
STEP UP 3D
August 6 Drama
Adam Sevani, Alyson Stoner,
Rick Malambri, Sharni Vinson,
Keith “Remedy” Stallworth,
Kendra Andrews, Stephen “Twitch”
Boss, Joe Slaughter
A tight-knit group of street dancers,
including Lake (Malambri) and Natalie
(Vinson), team up with NYU freshman
Moose (Sevani) and find themselves
pitted against the world’s best hip-hop
dancers in a high-stakes showdown that
will change their lives forever.

EAT PRAY LOVE
August 13 Drama
Julia Roberts, Javier Bardem,
James Franco, Richard Jenkins,
Viola Davis, Billy Crudup
Newly divorced Liz Gilbert (Roberts)
steps out of her comfort zone, risking
everything to change her life, embarking
on a journey around the world that
becomes a quest for self-discovery.
In her travels, she discovers the true
pleasure of nourishment by eating in
Italy; the power of prayer in India; and,
finally and unexpectedly, the inner peace
and balance of true love in Bali.

HORROR

DON’T BE AFRAID OF
THE DARK
July 23 Horror
Guy Pearce, Katie Holmes,
Bailee Madison, Alan Dale
A young girl sent to live with her father
(Pearce) and his new girlfriend (Holmes)
discovers sinister creatures that live under
the stairs in her new home.

PIRANHA 3D
August 27 Horror
Elisabeth Shue, Adam Scott,
Jerry O’Connell, Ving Rhames,
Jessica Szohr, Steven R. McQueen,
Richard Dreyfuss, Christopher Lloyd
A new type of terror is about to
be set loose on beautiful Lake
Victoria. After a sudden underwater
tremor sets free scores of prehistoric
man-eating fish, an unlikely group
of strangers must band together to
stop themselves from becoming
fish food for the area’s new razor-
toothed residents.
ramona and beeZus

Despicable Me
July 9 Family
Voices: Steve Carell, Jason Segel, Russell Brand, Will Arnett, Kristen Wiig, Danny McBride, Julie Andrews
The evil and despicable Gru, who plans to steal the moon and vanquish anyone who gets in his way, is challenged when he meets three orphan girls named Margo, Edith and Agnes, who see something in him that no one has ever seen: a potential dad.

Ramona's vivid imagination, boundless energy and accident-prone antics keep everyone she meets on their toes. But her irrepressible sense of fun, adventure and mischief come in handy when she puts her mind to helping save her family's home.

Cats & Dogs: The Revenge of Kitty Galore
July 30 Comedy
Voices: Chris O'Donnell, Paul Rodriguez, Christina Applegate, James Marsden, Leslie Mann, Ray Liotta, Katt Williams, Neil Patrick Harris, Joe Pantoliano, Michael Clarke Duncan, Roger Moore
Kitty Galore, formerly an agent for cat spy organization M.E.O.W.S., has gone rogue and hatched a diabolical plan to not only bring her canine enemies to heel, but take down her former kitty comrades and make the world her scratching post.

Nanny McPhee Returns
August 20 Family
Emma Thompson, Maggie Gyllenhaal, Rhys Ifans, Maggie Smith, Ralph Fiennes
Nanny McPhee (Thompson) appears at the door of a harried young mother, Mrs. Isabel Green (Gyllenhaal), who is trying to run the family farm while her husband is away at war. But once she’s arrived, Nanny McPhee discovers that Mrs. Green's children are fighting a war of their own against two spoiled city cousins who have just moved in and refuse to leave.
What’s new

This summer, get fresh scents and gorgeous make-up that will bring out your inner glow.

—Toni-Marie Ippolito

Scarlett Johansson goes for a burst of colour to make her nails pop.

Have fun with bright nail colors with Rimmel Lasting Finish Lycra Pro Nail Polish in Sunset Orange, $4.99.

Get glowing with Yves Rocher’s Sunny Tri-Powder bronzing compact, $14.

Radiate your face with L’Occitane En Provence face powder in Nuage Rouge, $22.

Guerlain limited edition Four Shades Eye Shadow, $64.

Bourjois Paris Elastic Mascara stretches eyelashes to the max, $20.

Highlight cheeks with Nars Multiple Tint stick in Turks & Caicos. Can also be used for lips! $46.

Highlight with Smashbox Cheek Box Quad in Topaz, $28.

Get glowing with Smashbox’s Naked Beauty make-up collection. Photo Finish Lid Primer in Golden Nude, $23, and Creamy Cheek Colour & Highlighter in Naked Beauty, $30.

Together with nutrients and concealing mineral pigments, Garnier’s Skin Renew Anti-Dark-Circle Roller rids the appearance of dark circles, $19.99.

Halle Berry recently won a fragrance award for Pure Orchid.

Halle Berry Pure Orchid is a floral woody fragrance that’s perfect for a summer night, $35 for 30 ml.

Balenciaga Eau de Parfum is a light, floral fragrance with a peppery twist, $150 for 75 ml.

Givenchy Pop Gloss Crystal in Papaya, $27.

Dior Addict Gloss in Corail, $25.

Be a natural beauty with Smashbox’s Naked Beauty make-up collection. Photo Finish Lid Primer in Golden Nude, $23, and Creamy Cheek Colour & Highlighter in Naked Beauty, $30.
“ANISTON AND BUTLER ARE AN EXPLOSIVE, CHARMING AND HILARIOUS COMBINATION”

JENNIFER ANISTON  GERARD BUTLER
THE BOUNTY HUNTER
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF HITCH

Join JENNIFER ANISTON and GERARD BUTLER on the set in the Making-of The Bounty Hunter featurette and more!

OWN IT ON BLU-RAY™ AND DVD JULY 13th
ALSO ON DIGITAL DOWNLOAD

GO TO TRIBUTE.CA FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A SONY BLU-RAY DVD PLAYER.

Contest closes August 25, 2010. Open to all residents of Canada. For complete details rules and regulations go to tribute.ca or write to "Bounty Hunter Blu-Ray Contest", PO Box 343, Toronto, Ontario M3C 2A2.
BROOKLYN’S FINEST
July 6
When three NYPD cops, each with their own agenda, are thrown into a major drug operation, they find themselves swept away by the violence and corruption of Brooklyn’s gritty 65th Precinct. During seven fateful days, Eddie (Richard Gere), Sal (Ethan Hawke) and Tango (Don Cheadle) find themselves hurtling inexorably toward the same fatal crime scene and a shattering collision with destiny.

THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO
July 6
Facing prison time for slander, discredited journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) is hired by a reclusive industrialist for one last job—to solve a long unresolved family disappearance. Aided by the mysterious and troubled computer hacker, Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace), the two uncover a darker world of brutality, deception and ritualistic murder.

THE BOUNTY HUNTER
July 13
Milo Boyd (Gerard Butler), a down-on-his-luck bounty hunter, gets his dream job when he is assigned to track down his bail-jumping ex-wife, reporter Nicole Hurley (Jennifer Aniston). He thinks all that’s ahead is an easy payday, but when Nicole gives him the slip so she can chase a lead on a murder cover-up, Milo realizes that nothing ever goes simply with him and Nicole.

THE RUNAWAYS
July 20
In Los Angeles in 1975, Joan Jett (Kristen Stewart) and Cherie Currie (Dakota Fanning), two teenage Valley girls with punk in their blood, meet and become the heart and soul of the seminal all-girl band, The Runaways. Under the Svengali-like influence of rock impresario Kim Fowley (Michael Shannon), the group evolves into an outrageous success and a family of misfits.

tribute.ca ★★★★★
“Non-stop suspense from beginning to end. A thrilling ride!”
“Well acted but the ending was nowhere near what it could have been.”

tribute.ca ★★★★★
“Best movie all year! They don’t make them like this in North America.”
“Harsh movie to stomach but it was absolutely brilliant.”

tribute.ca ★★★★
“This was a laugh all the way.”
“The dialogue was horrible and corny!”

tribute.ca ★★★★★
“Amazing music, passion and emotion.”
“More focused on Cherie Currie than Joan Jett, but the watch.”
COP OUT
July 20
Two longtime NYPD partners (Bruce Willis and Tracy Morgan) on the trail of a stolen, rare, mint-condition baseball card find themselves up against a merciless, memorabilia-obsessed gangster. But before they can recover the card, they must first rescue a Mexican beauty who holds the key to millions of dollars in offshore bank accounts—and who has witnessed a high-profile murder.

REPO MEN
July 20
Remy (Jude Law) is one of the best organ repo men in the business. But when he suffers a cardiac failure on the job, he awakens to find himself fitted with the company’s top-of-the-line heart replacement...as well as a hefty debt. But a side effect of the procedure is that his heart’s no longer in the job. When he can’t make the payments, The Union sends its toughest enforcer, Remy’s former partner Jake (Forest Whitaker), to track him down.

CLASH OF THE TITANS
July 27
Born of a god but raised as a man, Perseus (Sam Worthington) is helpless to save his family from Hades (Ralph Fiennes), vengeful god of the underworld. With nothing left to lose, Perseus volunteers to lead a dangerous mission—battling unholy demons and fearsome beasts—to defeat Hades before he can seize power from Zeus (Liam Neeson) and unleash hell on earth.

TRIBUTE.ca ★★★★★
“A great comical homage to all those buddy/cop flicks of the ’80s.”
“Over the top in all the wrong ways.”

TRIBUTE.ca ★★★★★
“Interesting storyline...good action sequences.”
“The script could have been better.”

TRIBUTE.ca ★★★★★
“Exciting from beginning to the end.”
“The plot could have been better.”

www.tribute.ca
HOROSCOPE

BLAKE LIVELY, Virgo, born August 25, 1987, Tarzana, CA. The sign of Virgo is supposed to be all about chastity. Yet, from Sophia Loren to Beyoncé, a high proportion of sexy women are born under it. With five planets in that sign, not a usual occurrence, this June 2010 Vogue cover model knows how to work the cleavage. But she also has the Virgo smarts and work ethic to parlay her success in the hit movie The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants and Gossip Girl, one of TV’s hottest shows, into a solid film career. With starring roles in two major movies coming up, her star is on the rise. And her relationship with Scorpio Penn Badgley looks solid if he can accept her career eclipsing his. This might be the year Blake proves you can have it all.

STAR STRUCK
What the stars have planned for you

ARIES (March 21 – April 20)
The road to vacation paradise lies smooth and clear, even if it’s just a staycation. In fact, you seem to have the most fun around your own barbecue. In August it’s best to tend to business and keep production on schedule. Fresh opportunities are in the script, and you’re casting new supporting players.

TAURUS (April 21 – May 20)
If you’re looking, a new romantic lead could enter your life. Whatever your status, you’ll play out more than one steamy summer love scene in July. An unsettled work scenario keeps you hopping in August. But who cares, with such an action-filled and social scenario unfolding around home base?

GEMINI (May 21 – June 20)
A big move or home reno project may finally get the green light in July. Do take time out to enjoy the summer, perhaps indulging your culture-vulture side at a summer festival or two. By August you’ll be more than ready for a bigger break. Sign agreements and book trips before the 20th.

CANCER (June 21 – July 22)
A new moon in your sign this July helps melt some of your famous shyness. It’s your month to shine! The most likely route to your heart’s desire: Speak up and let others know what you want. Big changes are afoot come August. You might find yourself in a whole new relationship and career script.

LEO (July 23 – August 22)
Batten down the hatches: friendships are in for some summer squalls. Fortunately, you’re more firmly anchored in career matters than you think. By August, you’re ready to steer into uncharted waters, perhaps through a course or skills upgrade. Someone you meet intrigues you, and it’s mutual.

VIRGO (August 23 – September 22)
Venus graces your sign in July. Your powers of attraction blaze hotter than barbecue coals then. Although your partner may need more space now, you’ll easily find new friends and allies. In August you’ll likely need to get a financial matter under control. It’s a great month for a spa getaway or a makeover.

LIBRA (September 23 – October 22)
Expect a few relationship squalls this summer, then back to smooth sailing. If you’re discontent with less-than-star billing at work, send out resumes this July. You’re at your most confident best in August. Venus in your sign ups your charisma. You’ll shine, and a new attraction will be dazzled.

SCORPIO (October 23 – November 21)
You’re screening summer blockbuster vacation plans. Make your big break during July, if you can. Because August has you all fired up with someplace to go – mostly in pursuit of career success. This could be the month you get your big break. A raise or bonus is also likely around mid-month.

SAGITTARIUS (November 22 – December 21)
You’re so ready to hit the road. Try to hold off, as July brings plenty of career opportunity. Networking is key. The way you handle money may come under question in August. Don’t assume you have all the answers and exercise caution. It’s also a great time to finally make that getaway.

CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20)
Longing to get out of a rut? July is optimal for upgrading your surroundings. And any getaway you take will definitely have a romantic subplot. By August, you’re ready to return to more mundane matters. You’re also in an optimum position to move up the ladder.

AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 19)
You come to an important realization: the party is wherever you happen to find yourself – and a special someone. And you’ll likely take the show on the road to a favorite getaway spot. Money and friends just don’t mix in August. Resist flashing the credit cards to help anyone else out.

PISCES (February 19 – March 20)
You may have to postpone your vacation plans. No worries: You’ll not only save money but be ready to pounce when a new position opens up. By August you’re able to get a clear vision of your future direction. Friends both new and old rally round and help you make all the right connections.

—Susan Kelly, astrologer
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THE BIGGEST CONCERT OF THE YEAR IS BACK!

SUMMER RUSH

SUNDAY AUGUST 8th, 2010
AT CANADA'S WONDERLAND

HEDLEY  LMFAO  JAY SEAN  B.O.B
STEREOS  GIRLICIOUS  INNA  FABER DRIVE
CRAIG SMART  BLAKE MCGRATH  WOW  JLS

GET YOUR TICKETS AT WWW.SUMMERRUSH.COM
TRIBUNA

SUMMER MOVIES

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF THESE SUMMER FILMS

1. In 2010’s *The A-Team*, Bradley Cooper plays “Face.” Who played this character in the original TV version?
   a) Dirk Benedict
   b) George Peppard
   c) Dwight Schultz

2. *Salt*, starring Angelina Jolie, was originally written for this leading man:
   a) Daniel Craig
   b) Tom Cruise
   c) Matt Damon

3. The movie *Eat Pray Love*, starring Julia Roberts, is based on the book by which author?
   a) Elizabeth Gilbert
   b) Jodi Picoult
   c) Nora Roberts

4. Which Oscar-winning actress starred in a *Karate Kid* movie?
   a) Reese Witherspoon
   b) Charlize Theron
   c) Hilary Swank

5. Mike Meyers recently revealed that his character Shrek was almost going to be this nationality:
   a) Russian
   b) Canadian
   c) Indian

6. The new *Piranha 3-D* chomps into theaters this August. Which director worked on *Piranha Part Two: The Spawning* (1982)?
   a) Martin Scorsese
   b) Christopher Nolan
   c) James Cameron

TRIBUTE CROSSWORD

“SUMMER FLICKS”

ACROSS
1 “Sly” ___ returns in *The Expendables* (with Arnold, too)
5 Angelina Jolie plays a CIA agent in this July release, directed by Phillip Noyce
9 Get Him to the ___ is Russell Brand’s latest
10 Sex and ___ ___ 2

11 Owen ___ is the voice of the top dog in *Marmaduke*
12 Atom Egoyan recently gave us *Chloe*, but is still best known for the ___ *Hereafter*
14 Noyce and writer Tom ___ had several huge hits in the past, but Noyce is going it alone this time
16 The Irving Thalberg Award is for ___ achievement
19 Bello of *Grown Ups* and earlier *A History of Violence*

15 Danes whose latest was *Me and Orson Welles*
17 The third of the *Twilight* series is called ___
18 Nationality of Inception’s Marion Cotillard, named Best Actress in 2008
20 “Sly” is also known for playing Rocky and this jungle fighter
22 Setting for the Oscar-winning *Slumdog Millionaire*
23 Sandler who plays Lenny in *Grown Ups*

DOWN
1 The *** continued this summer
2 ___ Ferrera of *Ugly Betty* and now *The Dry Land*
3 Has among the all-star cast of *Inception*
4 Marking down
6 Johnny Depp starred earlier in ___ in *Wonderland*
7 Tom and Tim provide the voices for Woody and Buzz in ___ ___ 3
8 Jake is just okay in *Prince of ___s*
13 Dinner for ___ features Steve Carell as Barry
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Carlton CINEMA

20 Carlton Street (between Yonge & Church Streets)
24hr movie info: 416 494-9371 CarltonCinema.ca

- 9 auditoriums to showcase the best of the national and international movies!
- Comfortable love-seats, party room and lounge area.
- Located a few steps from College subway station.

NOW OPEN!
The tribute Movie App

search for theatres • browse showtimes by date or location
view posters and movie photos • watch trailers • rate the movies

Get real time showtimes

Download Tribute Movies to your iPhone™. It’s free!

www.tribute.ca/mobileapps
in the entertainment category

iPhone is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
LAST TAKE

Ashton Kutcher and Natalie Portman took a stroll on the set of their upcoming movie, *Friends with Benefits*. The film centers on a guy and girl who try to keep their relationship strictly physical, but it’s not long before they learn that they want something more. Coincidentally, another film in the works with the same title is set to star with Mila Kunis and Justin Timberlake in the lead roles.

Robert Pattinson is one busy Brit. He’s currently filming the drama *Water for Elephants* with Reese Witherspoon, based on the bestselling book by Sara Gruen.

Stars on set

Selena Gomez palled around with Gossip Girl’s Leighton Meester on the set of their comedy *Monte Carlo*. The film, which also stars Cory Monteith and Katie Cassidy is about three young women vacationing in Paris who find themselves whisked away to Monte Carlo after one of the girls is mistaken for a British heiress.

Kate Hudson fooled around with her Something Borrowed co-star, Colin Eggleston (Melrose Place, Brothers and Sisters) in East New York. Ginnifer Goodwin and John Kraskinski round off the cast. Hudson falls for her best friend’s fiancé in the movie, but in real life she’s rumored to be seeing Muse frontman Matt Bellamy.
lashes that want it all, can have it all!

NEW lashblastfusion a dramatic blast of volume and length.

COVERGIRL has gone all out with its first ever volume + length mascara. The fiberstretch formula and oversized brush make every little lash bigger, fuller, longer-looking and more dramatic.®

Blast your lashes to bold levels of length and volume with new LashBlast Fusion.

Take beautiful back online or from your mobile @ covergirl.ca

*vs. bare lashes  Drew Barrymore is wearing LashBlast Fusion in Very Black.